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CHAIR’S NOTE 
 

  

Welcome to the July PMG newsletter, these are interesting times in politics and 

perhaps a time when we are witnessing marketing becoming increasingly central 

to the strategies of political organisations. Across many democracies, in the 

context of the global economic recession, selling public spending cuts as a been a 

clear but it seems failed product. Anti-cuts candidates have emerged victorious in 

Greece and France, the UK coalition seem to find it impossible to get ahead in the 

polls and it appears Merkel could be in serious trouble in Germany. In each of 

these cases there is a question regarding whether it is 'the economy', or at least the 

economy alone, that is leading to changes in governments. Certainly in France, 

analysts are suggesting that Hollande was successful because he was not Sarkozy 

than his anti-austerity positioning. But perhaps looking at his campaign from a 

branding perspective, he is seen as the ordinary guy, can explain his popularity. 

Candidates who are seen to represent a social or political elite may be seen to be 

more detached from ordinary life, unable to empathise and make emotional 

connections with the people hardest hit by austerity measures. The ordinary guy, 

by dint of his or her ordinariness, is more in touch. The problem for these 

candidates is whether this is offering a product that simply cannot be delivered? 

 

The next big electoral event on the horizon is the US Presidential election. Obama 

rode a wave of popularity as the outsider, perhaps seen as the guy to deliver for 

the ordinary people. Polls suggest that he is seen as having failed. His failures 

highlight the inability of the individual or even perhaps the polity in the modern 

age to make a significant difference, to plot a new course. Colin Hay has noted, in 

Why We Hate Politics (Polity), how the inability of governments to meet 

promises due to internal and external political forces contributes to public 

cynicism and disengagement. Will this be an even more important factor in 

forthcoming elections? Will US voters simply stay at home in November? Will 

promises of new directions, mixing anti-austerity with more inclusive governance, 

be met with hope or mistrust? 

 

The notion of marketing as offering just what the consumers want seems to 

pervade political marketing. Yet often this seems to be a flawed strategy in the 

long-term. The question is how political marketing can be used to develop 

sensible platforms that will be realisable while also meeting the demands of the 

citizen? 

 

I hope to pick up these themes as discussant of a panel on political marketing and 

democracy at IPSA next month, but I would be interested in ideas from the 

political marketing community on how to bridge the gap that exists between 

research and practice. Or rather how do we make practice better, less about sales 

and more about building relationships with voters/citizens based on mutual trust. I 

welcome views via the Google site or email 

 

I hope to see some of you at a conference in the near future. Have a great summer 

 

Darren G Lilleker, Chair of the PMG 
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REPORTS AND TRENDS 

 

A report on the Clayton H. Riddell Graduate Programme in Political 

Management – Year One 

By Andre Turcotte 

 

 

Last September, Carleton University officially launched the first-ever graduate 

programme in political management in Canada. After ten months and while the 

students are finishing up their internships and are getting ready to graduate, we 

take time to reflect on this first year. 

 

The rationale behind the establishment of this programme was deceptively simple. 

While lawyers go to law school; medical doctors go to medical school; engineers 

enroll in engineering programmes and public servants get public administration 

degrees: there was no academic equivalent for the growing numbers of political 

staffers roaming the corridors of power in Canada. While other countries had 

come to realize this lacuna, Canada was lagging behind and this was more than a 

benign oversight. Ministers’ offices that two decades ago may have had a dozen 

employees have now grown to many times that size, so that it is common for a 

minister’s office to have scores of staff handling the range of issues and 

individuals competing for the minister’s attention. Those staff members have a 

wide range of responsibilities and broad influence. They are policy advisers, 
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dealing with their political party and helping shape policy proposals the minster 

will take to cabinet.  They prepare the minister for Question Period and other 

parliamentary activities including dealing with opposition critics.  They manage 

the progress of bills sponsored by the minster through the legislative process.  

They control the minister’s agenda and activities.  The same applies to the offices 

of opposition party leaders, and indeed to those of backbenchers and individual 

members of legislatures.  Staff in individual members’ offices may be less 

numerous than in ministers’ offices, yet they must deal with and master many of 

the same issues, facing much greater challenges as each staff member juggles 

several of these responsibilities. 

Over the years political staff to elected members of parliament or legislatures has 

most frequently been drawn from the ranks of supporters of the various political 

parties.  Many are recent university graduates, often from political science 

programs. Others may have been active in the local party organization in the 

minister’s or member’s constituency and are invited to join   him or her to work in 

the national or provincial capital.  The most significant common trait is their lack 

of any specific training or education that prepares them for the range of tasks they 

will have to carry out in the political world.   

Carleton University’s Masters in Political Management is the first post-secondary 

degree program in Canada that addresses that shortcoming.  The goal is to 

professionalize the cadre of influential political staff, who currently acquire their 

necessary skills and knowledge in ways that are too often haphazard. We have 

developed a practically oriented professional degree structured around three 

compulsory full-course credits and a series of electives. Specifically, the core 

courses covered the following topics: 

Institutions and governance - This course focuses on how political power is 

exercised in Canada and how that pertains to political management. Through an 

examination of the roles, functions and responsibilities of Canada’s political 

institutions and the sources of power and legitimacy within the political system, 

students will understand how public policy originates, how it is shaped through 

the political, federal-provincial, bureaucratic and parliamentary processes, and 

how it can be managed to turn an idea into legislation, building support for its 

adoption and then implementation after legislation has been passed. 

Strategic Communications - This course will explore all the issues involved in 

formulating and implementing successful political strategic communications. That 

will involve developing messages and a communications approach around a 

policy or legislative measure, using consultation and public opinion research in 

developing and testing the success of that approach, the role of the media in the 

process, how to deal with interest groups and how to address the crises that often 

emerge in such processes. 

Foundations of Political Management - This course examines the theories and 

practice of political management in Canada. Its focus is issues ranging from 

ethical behavior to relations between political staff and public servants, political 

parties, parliament, caucus, cabinet and the public. Attention will also be paid to 

the practical human and administrative challenges of managing a political office 

as well as establishing priorities in the face of a constantly changing range of 

political and public pressures. 
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Students are also able to choose from a menu of electives, so as to 

emphasize different aspects of political management.  These include: 

 

 Polling and opinion research  

 Political campaigns 

 Political advocacy  

 Political Management and the Media  

 Political marketing  

 Political Policy Landscape  

As well, students will complete a 10-week internship between mid-April and the 

end of June, and write a 30-age paper on a specific aspect of their placement. 

 

By all accounts, we have had a very successful first year. We owe our success to a 

combination of factors. First, the programme enjoys the enthusiastic support of the 

University administration. Secondly, experts, consultants and political 

management practitioners have endorsed this program and have volunteered their 

time to teach the next generation about the intricacies of their craft. Thirdly, the 

broader political management community has embraced our students by offering 

to take them as interns and help them refine their skills. And we already have our 

full cohort of students ready for the second year of the program starting in 

September.  

 

To find out more about the Clayton H. Riddell Graduate Programme in 

Political Management visit our website: www.carleton.ca/politicalmanagement. 

 

 

The State of Political Marketing in Iran 

 

By Mitra Naeimi,                                                                                                                                         

PM Coordinator of Iran                                                                                                                                   

MA of Global Studies- Major in Media & Communication Studies 

      

Political Marketing is very young in Iran.  There is neither a political marketing 

discipline nor a political marketing department in Iranian universities.  Also, most 

of those scholars who work on political marketing are affiliates of business 

management and marketing departments, rather than members of communication 

or political science ones.  

 

It is not possible to find a vast array of PM books in Iran.  Few political marketing 

books have been written in Iran such as Political marketing-advertising 

techniques (by Hasan Sabilian Ardestani, 2008) and Theoretical introduction to 

marketing and political advertisement in the West (by Mahmoud Mohammadian 

& Ja’far Shamsi, 2009).  Also, we can find  two PM books (in English) which are 

translated into Persian; Election campaigning: The new marketing of politics 

(Dennis Kavanagh, published in 1995, translated into Persian in 2001), and The 

mass marketing of politics: Democracy in an age of manufactured images (by 

Bruce I. Newman, published in 1999, translated into Persian in 2012).  

 

It seems that An American approach to political communication: An analysis of 

Barack Obama’s media campaign  strategies in the 2008 Presidential election (by 

http://www.carleton.ca/politicalmanagement
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Mitra Naeimi, 2009) is the first political marketing MA thesis in Iran.  This 

research is a qualitative one that offers a new model to explain political 

marketing/branding process. The political marketing effects on voting behaviors in 

the election of Tehran City Council- political elites views (by Pouria Gholipour, 

2010) and The promotion of the Iranian citizens' political participation: An 

explanation of the role of political marketing - views of the political party leaders 

(by Oveis Toofany Asl, 2007) are two other related theses. However these two 

theses are quantitative ones which measure the views of political elites about 

effects of political marketing techniques on voters or on citizens' political 

participation, and in that sense, they can hardly be considered as political 

marketing theses.  

 

By comparison, the number of PM articles in Persian is more than PM books and 

theses.  Most of these articles are non-peer-reviewed articles published in 

newspapers or on the websites and blogs.  On the other hand, most of them are not 

concerned with political marketing strategies or processes, but related to 

techniques of political advertisings and propaganda (e.g. persuasion). Besides, it 

seems that, the only Persian peer-reviewed article is Political marketing: Towards 

market oriented political organizations (by Bahram Kheiri, Mansoureh 

Abbasalizadeh, 2009) published in Management of Organizational Culture (Vol: 

18).  

 

Having said all these, as interdisciplinary approaches are clearly taking over social 

sciences, there is a need for an interdisciplinary approach to political marketing in 

Iran.  We must establish PM as a discipline not only in management departments 

but also in political science and communication departments, or even in 

independent departments.  Moreover, Iranian scholars must do further research on 

Iran -as a case study- to realize the characteristics of Iranian context and the ways 

in which political marketing theories must be adapted to the Iranian context.     

 

Report on Fulbright visit to Canada to work on Political Marketing  

by Ken Cosgrove 

 

I was very fortunate to hold the Fulbright Research Chair at Carleton University in 

Ottawa, Ontario Canada during the Fall semester of 2011. I was housed in the 

political science department at Carleton and gracious hosts they were. They made 

me feel very welcome and offered a number of key insights into politics and 

parties in the Canadian system. I spent my fall working on the first part of a 

comparative research project that looks at political marketing and branding in 

Canada and the United States. I also taught a graduate level political marketing 

class that was cross listed between the political science department and the new 

Riddell School of Political Management. The class focused on the origins of the 

market orientation, the importance of images and emotions, the importance of 

understanding the marketing model, the key role of branding and understanding 

segmentation both in the real world and online. It was wonderful to have a 

colleague interested in the study of political marketing as Andre Turcotte is. Being 

able to bounce ideas and questions off of Andre was something for which I shall 

always be grateful. Richard Nimijean was also really helpful. Between Andre’s 

warm welcome and support and having a class full of very bright young 

http://journals.ut.ac.ir/page/article-frame.html?langId=en&articleId=525881
http://journals.ut.ac.ir/page/article-frame.html?langId=en&articleId=525881
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Canadians to bounce questions off of on a weekly basis, I had a very good set of 

teachers indeed!!!  

 

Studying political marketing in another country, even one with which I had a great 

deal of familiarity as is the case with Canada, is a fascinating experience. Housing 

it while working and living in said nation’s capital was an even more interesting 

one and it took me back to my days as an American Political Science Association 

Congressional Fellow. Just as in DC, Ottawa was filled with subtle nuances and 

backroom tales about political life that appear nowhere else. One of the oddball 

results of this experience is that I am probably now one of the least representative 

people in North America, having spent time living inside the beltway in DC and 

inside the Queensway (to steal a line from Warren Kinsella) in Ottawa.  What I 

learned about Canada is that its professional political class is smaller and more 

widely scattered than what is found in the United States (but no less professional 

or accomplished in its field), that electoral, political and party systems matter in 

terms of how political marketing gets done, that what the audience will and will 

not tolerate can shape the way in which marketers approach them (in the U.S. 

hotter negative and comparison ads work well but in Canada humorous negative 

and comparative ads work well), and that social media is changing the branding 

and marketing landscape very rapidly giving political marketers a challenge to 

keep up with it.  

 

The project on which I am working and of which this experience was part is a 

comparison of political marketing, with an emphasis on branding, in the USA and 

Canada. I was fortunate to interview 27 high level Canadian political practitioners 

and interact with a large number of journalists and scholars during my time in 

country.  This was probably the best education anyone could hope for and I am 

working hard to make sure that the end product justifies their time and trust in me.  

 

I spent time in Ottawa, Toronto, Montreal and Calgary on this journey. The 

biggest things that stand out about Canada are: 1) it is a country of cities more 

than a country of the enormous landmass it occupies) it is a country of regions 

more than it is a single nation state. Calgary was very different from Toronto and 

Montreal but both still shared a certain sense that embodied Canada (and it wasn’t 

the weather either, the locals everywhere I travelled told me how lucky I was to be 

there during the warmest fall and early winter in decades), and 3) like most 

nation-states, including the one I live in, there were the things Canada is versus 

the things Canada aspires to be.  

 

You can see the longer version of what I think I learned here: 

http://vimeo.com/33455379 

 

Or see the very condensed version here: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YohCO5ByFeA 

 

All in all, this was a tremendous personal and professional experience and one for 

which I shall always be grateful to the Fulbright Foundation of Canada, Carleton 

University, Council for the International Exchange of Scholars, the U.S. Consulate 

General in Calgary and the University of Alberta Institute of American Studies 

(the latter two organized my Calgary visit and hosted the lecture linked above). In 

conclusion, if you’ve ever wondered if you should branch out and add a 

http://vimeo.com/33455379
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YohCO5ByFeA
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comparative case to your research or pursue an opportunity with the Fulbright 

program,  I give you my consumer testimonial: go for it, you won’t be 

disappointed.  

 

Ken Cosgrove  

Suffolk University  

Boston, MA USA  
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REPORTS ON PAST EVENTS 
 

 

The American Presidential Election: Model of Democracy or Flawed System? 

A report on the 1 Day conference – 11.06.12  

by Rob Busby 

 

This one day conference at the British Library, London, organised by Prof Philip 

Davies of the Eccles Centre, provided a range of material of particular interest for 

the political marketing community. While the overarching question touches on a 

wide range of academic disciplines and areas of political practice the event itself 

was very much targeted at political marketing, political consultancy  and the use 

of target groups to win elections.  The panel groups included a range of political 

consultants from the US, alongside European academics, who pinpointed just how 

the 2012 election might play out and how target markets and data harvesting are 

increasingly important to the use of effective allocation of funding during 

elections. 

 

Of particular note in the political marketing field was a presentation by Mike 

Dubke, Crossroads Media and the Black Rock Group.  His focus on political 

strategy and public policy gave an insight into how micro targeting has evolved  

and how it is likely to become increasingly entrenched in modern politics. A focus 

on Data Mining Techniques was particularly interesting. While the use of Cookies 

and internet tracking in Europe is subject to regulation, it appears that it will 

become increasingly important to allow mailing an spot ads to allow individual 

targeting of consumers in the US. The buying of this material, in conjunction with 

the use of material from other sources, allows political consultants to know if an 

individual is a regular or periodic voter, outlines their aggregate social and media 

behaviour and can be used to target voters’ propensity to vote and on what issues 

they mobilize. The outcome is the detailed targeting of voters on issues where 

there appears to be salient interest. With the use of IP addresses on TV set top 

boxes the future aim is to have specific political television commercials aimed at 

specific homes. Essentially the aim of the political consultant in advising the 

candidate is that the right person will receive the right message.  Moreover the 

individual can be targeted at the time of day when they are likely to be viewing 

material, increasingly the efficiency of political marketing expenditure.  

 

A lunchtime session was hosted in a convivial spirit by Celinda Lake of Lake 

Research Partners (and a key Democrat party strategist) and Ed Goeas, President 

of the Tarrance Group and a Republican strategist and pollster. Geoas provides 

polling information and strategy support to 5 Republican governors, 16 Senators 

and over 40 members of the Congress. Lake suggested that the election of 2012 

will be a tight one, based on contests in a narrow range of states, with key 

variables central to Obama’s re-election chances. Much of the 2008 success 

appeared to rest on assumption rather than detailed analysis of turnout. Lake 

identified that the core demographic group for the Democrats in 2012 is the 

‘Independent Non-College Educated Woman’.  Both Republican and Democrats 

will have to make headway here to have a chance of winning. Additionally there 

were some fun statistics to mull over. Unmarried individuals strongly support the 

Democrats and married support the Republicans, and women, contrary to casual 
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observation, are increasingly observant of foreign affairs as a factor in making a 

political judgement. Declining marriage statistics and the ongoing US global role 

create an ever changing political environment.  Both Goeas and Lake considered 

that ‘Angry Independents’ will make the difference in 2012, in a narrow range of 

states, and that political micro targeting of this group will be one of the focal 

points of the 2012 election.  

 

While there were many other interesting speakers, among them the keynote 

Speaker Rt Hon Professor  Shirley Williams, the final panel of the day had two 

political marketers of note, Marco Cacciotto from Milan University and Phil 

Harris from Chester University.  Both gave entertaining and informative 

presentations. Coming to the fore from this panel and indeed from across the day 

was that the US system is candidate centred, builds on a constructed narrative of 

political events and characters, entertains values as much as single issues politics 

– even in the age of the web, and voters are targeted through a multi channel 

environment.  However, culture, national values and differing political traditions 

in a range of states don’t automatically mean that American practices can be 

exported without care and consideration – evidently an ongoing challenge for 

political marketing theory and practice. 

 

All in all a very stimulating and informative day, one which highlighted the role 

of the political consultant in particular, in shaping how candidates relate to, target, 

and communicate with the contemporary voter.  

 

Robert Busby 

Liverpool Hope University 

 

Report on the book launch for Political Marketing in Canada at the CPSA 

June 2012 

by Susan Delacourt 

 

Some of Canada's leading political scientists were on hand in Edmonton in June to 

help launch the new book, Political Marketing in Canada, edited by Alex Marland, 

Thierry Giasson and Jennifer Lees-Marshment (UBC Press, 2012). Under a big 

white tent, wine glasses in hand, attendees heard lavish praise for the book from 

UBC's senior editor, Emily Andrews, as well as a hearty endorsement from Tom 

Flanagan, the University of Calgary professor who helped build the ruling 

Conservative party in Canada. It was one of the social highlights of the Canadian 

Political Science Association's centennial conference -- and a fitting venue, given 

that the idea for the book came from an inaugural workshop in political marketing 

at the CPSA meetings in Ottawa in 2009. The large turnout for the event was an 

indication of the growing interest in this field in Canada, not to mention esteem 

for the editors and contributors to the book. Andrews said that UBC Press had 

been impressed by the level of interest and enthusiasm for Political Marketing in 

Canada and was looking forward to reading more from its contributors. [for a 

review of the book see http://reviewcanada.ca/reviews/2012/07/01/the-shopping-

aisles-of-

democracy/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed

%3A+reviewcanada+%28The+Literary+Review+of+Canada%29&utm_content=

FeedBurner] 

 

https://mail.auckland.ac.nz/owa/redir.aspx?C=86f3934431594bc39a5c9647a752045f&URL=http%3a%2f%2freviewcanada.ca%2freviews%2f2012%2f07%2f01%2fthe-shopping-aisles-of-democracy%2f%3futm_source%3dfeedburner%26utm_medium%3dfeed%26utm_campaign%3dFeed%253A%2breviewcanada%2b%2528The%2bLiterary%2bReview%2bof%2bCanada%2529%26utm_content%3dFeedBurner
https://mail.auckland.ac.nz/owa/redir.aspx?C=86f3934431594bc39a5c9647a752045f&URL=http%3a%2f%2freviewcanada.ca%2freviews%2f2012%2f07%2f01%2fthe-shopping-aisles-of-democracy%2f%3futm_source%3dfeedburner%26utm_medium%3dfeed%26utm_campaign%3dFeed%253A%2breviewcanada%2b%2528The%2bLiterary%2bReview%2bof%2bCanada%2529%26utm_content%3dFeedBurner
https://mail.auckland.ac.nz/owa/redir.aspx?C=86f3934431594bc39a5c9647a752045f&URL=http%3a%2f%2freviewcanada.ca%2freviews%2f2012%2f07%2f01%2fthe-shopping-aisles-of-democracy%2f%3futm_source%3dfeedburner%26utm_medium%3dfeed%26utm_campaign%3dFeed%253A%2breviewcanada%2b%2528The%2bLiterary%2bReview%2bof%2bCanada%2529%26utm_content%3dFeedBurner
https://mail.auckland.ac.nz/owa/redir.aspx?C=86f3934431594bc39a5c9647a752045f&URL=http%3a%2f%2freviewcanada.ca%2freviews%2f2012%2f07%2f01%2fthe-shopping-aisles-of-democracy%2f%3futm_source%3dfeedburner%26utm_medium%3dfeed%26utm_campaign%3dFeed%253A%2breviewcanada%2b%2528The%2bLiterary%2bReview%2bof%2bCanada%2529%26utm_content%3dFeedBurner
https://mail.auckland.ac.nz/owa/redir.aspx?C=86f3934431594bc39a5c9647a752045f&URL=http%3a%2f%2freviewcanada.ca%2freviews%2f2012%2f07%2f01%2fthe-shopping-aisles-of-democracy%2f%3futm_source%3dfeedburner%26utm_medium%3dfeed%26utm_campaign%3dFeed%253A%2breviewcanada%2b%2528The%2bLiterary%2bReview%2bof%2bCanada%2529%26utm_content%3dFeedBurner
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BOOKS 
 

Como ganar (y perder) clientes 

Practices of political management for the sustainability of political results 

 

Around mid July 2011, the complete book was published under its Spanish title -

como ganar (y perder) clientes – how to win (and lose) voters – on the Fundació 

Rafael Campalans’ website, a Catalonian Socialist foundation.   

 

The content of the book follows this index: 

 • Summary 

 • Beyond the voter orientation: the partisan social capital 

 • A comparison with current and common practices 

• Political Communication: two-ways and one-way 

• Ensuring a two-way communication by the metamorphosis of hierarchies 

into networks. 

• “The new political entrepreneurs”. The organization of the public service 

company. Parties, governments and voters’ opinion leaders.  

 

This book can be downloaded for free (a 196-page pdf) at  

www.fcampalans.cat/uploads/publicacions/pdf/comoganaryperdervotantes_def.pd

f 

 

The author, Juan Ignacio Marcos Lekuona, would appreciate your comments at 

marcoslekuona@marcoslekuona.net 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.fcampalans.cat/uploads/publicacions/pdf/comoganaryperdervotantes_def.pdf
http://www.fcampalans.cat/uploads/publicacions/pdf/comoganaryperdervotantes_def.pdf
mailto:marcoslekuona@marcoslekuona.net
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THE PMG COMMITTEE AS OF 2012 

Chair: Darren G Lilleker 

The Media School, Bournemouth University, Weymouth House, Fern Barrow, 

Poole, Dorset, BH12 5BB Tel: 01202 595622  

Email: dlilleker@bournemouth.ac.uk 

 

Secretary: Jenny Lloyd 

University of the West of England, Bristol Business School, Frenchay Campus, 

Coldharbour Lane, Bristol, BS16 1QY Tel: 0117 965 6261 Fax: 0117 344 2289 

Email: jenny.lloyd@uwe.ac.uk 

 

Treasurer: Robert Busby 

Senior Lecturer, Politics, Liverpool Hope, University, Hope Park, Liverpool, L16 

9JD UK 

Email busbyr@hope.ac.uk 

 

Communications officer: Jennifer Lees-Marshment 

Department of Political Studies, University of Auckland, New Zealand 

E-mail: j.lees-marshment@auckland.ac.nz 

 

Country co-ordinators 
Canada: Thierry Giasson, Laval University Thierry.Giasson@com.ulaval.ca  

Czech Republic: Anna Matsukova, MU Department of Political Science, Brno 

amatuskova@gmail.com 

Denmark: Sigge Winther Nielsen Email sigge_winther@yahoo.dk 

Egypt: Co-ordinator - Dr Niveen Ezzat, Faculty of Commerce, Cairo University 

niveenezzatat2003@yahoo.com 

France: Coordinator: Vincent Rodriguez rochebrun.associates@gmail.com 

Georgia: Kakhaber Djackeli k.jakeli@rocketmail.com 

Ghana: Kobby Mensah kobby_mensah@yahoo.com 

Greece: Iordanis Kotzaivazoglou ikotza@jour.auth.gr 

Indonesia: Firmanzah Fiz, Lecturer and Dean of Faculty of Economics and 

Business, University of Indonensia fizfirmanzah@yahoo.com 

Iran: Mitra Naeimi, MA of Global Studies (Media & Communication Studies), 

University of Tehran, mitranaeimi@ut.ac.ir 

Japan: Bryce Wakefield, Woodrow Wilson International Centre for Scholars 

Bryce.Wakefield@wilsoncentre.org 

Macedonia: Gordica Karanfilovska gordicak@yahoo.com 

Malaysia: Khairiah Salwa-Mokhtar, Political Science, USM khairiah@usm.my 

Mexico: Omar Chavez togua@yahoo.com 

Romania: Iulia Huiu and Dan Mihalache Dimtrie Cantemir, University in 

Romania iulia.huiu@public-affairs.ro 

Sweden: Jesper Stromback, Mid Sweden University jesper@jesperstromback.com 

Taiwan: Norman Peng N.Peng@mdx.ac.uk 

United States of America: Ken Cosgrove kcosgrov@suffolk.edu 
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mailto:ikotza@jour.auth.gr
mailto:fizfirmanzah@yahoo.com
mailto:mitranaeimi@ut.ac.ir
mailto:Bryce.Wakefield@wilsoncentre.org
mailto:gordicak@yahoo.com
mailto:khairiah@usm.my
mailto:togua@yahoo.com
mailto:iulia.huiu@public-affairs.ro
mailto:jesper@jesperstromback.com
mailto:N.Peng@mdx.ac.uk
mailto:kcosgrov@suffolk.edu
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PMG membership 
 

Membership is free, and activated by google groups. Please email Jenny Lloyd on 

jenny.lloyd@uwe.ac.uk or Jennifer Lees-Marshment on j.lees-

marshment@auckland.ac.nz to be signed up. 

mailto:jenny.lloyd@uwe.ac.uk
mailto:j.lees-marshment@auckland.ac.nz
mailto:j.lees-marshment@auckland.ac.nz
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THE PMG NEWSLETTER DEADLINES 
 

The newsletter may include short summaries of Books, PhD thesis, Masters thesis 

and Undergraduate thesis on political marketing; Events in political marketing 

(forthcoming or a review of those that have taken place), a Democracy debate; 

Practitioner perspectives; Commentary on Marketing in recent elections, and 

commentary pieces on Trends in political marketing. 

  

Articles can be short, as little as 500 words or up to 1500. If you just have a 

perspective on something, or a short snappy versions of the main points from a 

conference paper or article you would like to share, please send them. 

 

 

Deadline for the next newsletter:  

 

September 15 2012 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Standard newsletter submission deadlines: 

 

March 15 

June 15 

September 15 


